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 Set of the factors varied in time, result in instability of process of grinding. Besides on productivity 
and quality of processing the essential influence renders a method of grinding. In this connection crea-
tion of processes intensive defectiess of grinding on the basis of the new constructive and technologi-
cal decisions represents a scientific problem having the large meaning (importance). One of such de-
cisions is the application of planetary face grinding, which allows simultaneously changing the 
kinematics of movement, to realize faltering grinding.   
 In the given job is investigated shaping kinematics of a surface at flat face diamond grinding, the 
technological opportunities of planetary face grinding are revealed, the ways of increase of quality and 
productivity are offered. Are received algorithm and program by definition of a trajectory of movement 
of a grain depending on the given factors of grinding. Designs of planetary devices expanding techno-
logical opportunities of processing of flat surfaces also are developed. The optimization of process of 
face diamond grinding is confirmed by the planetary device by the developed program and technique 
of a choice of modes of cutting of planetary grinding and characteristics of circles at processing vari-
ous materials. 
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Set of the factors varied in time, result in instability of process of grinding. Besides on productivity and quality of processing the essential influence renders a method of grinding. In this connection creation of processes intensive defectiess of grinding on the basis of the new constructive and technological decisions represents a scientific problem having the large meaning (importance). One of such decisions is the application of planetary face grinding, which allows simultaneously changing the kinematics of movement, to realize faltering grinding.  



In the given job is investigated shaping kinematics of a surface at flat face diamond grinding, the technological opportunities of planetary face grinding are revealed, the ways of increase of quality and productivity are offered. Are received algorithm and program by definition of a trajectory of movement of a grain depending on the given factors of grinding. Designs of planetary devices expanding technological opportunities of processing of flat surfaces also are developed. The optimization of process of face diamond grinding is confirmed by the planetary device by the developed program and technique of a choice of modes of cutting of planetary grinding and characteristics of circles at processing various materials.
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